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As a revolutionary leader he is worse than worthless. But 
as a political weathervane he is almost unerring. Yes, 
Ernest MandeL that inte'rnationally renowned guru of the 
fake-Trotskyist United Secretariat of the Fourth I nterna
tional (USee), certainly is a master at bending with the 
shifting political winds in the European left. 

During the heyday of New Left adventurism Mandel 
presented the USee as the true embodiment of the heritage 
of "Che." Along comes the pre-revolutionary crisis in 
Portugal and Mandel was to be found providing a left 
cover for the arch-Stalinist Portuguese Communist Party 
(PCP) of Alvaro Cunha\. And when Eurocommunism 
replaced Portugal in the headlines Mandel became the self
appointed lawyer for that arch-enemy of the Kremlin-loyal 
Cunhal: premier Eurocommunist Santiago Carrillo of the 
Spanish Communist Party (PCE)! 

Such posturing might be regarded as a farcical burlesque 
if it weren't so positively obscene. Here is Mandel 
eulogizing ''Che'' on the tenth anniversary of his murder 
while at the same time prettifying the Eurocommunists, 
who truly hate the memory of Guevara because the 
martyred guerrilla still remains an inspiration to their "far 
left" opponents. One wonders whether the consummately 

cynical Mandel even felt a twinge of shame when Italian 
Communist Party (PCI) leader Paolo Bufalini told the PCI 
central committee: "I would have given Guevara a medal 
for heroism and simultaneously condemned him to death 
for indiscipline" (quoted in Manchester Guardian Weekly, 
7 May 197X). That's how the Scheidemanns and Noskes of 
Italy today pay trihute to the idealist Stalinist adventurer 
uncritically lionized by the Mandelites. 

But Guevara is dead now, as are many of the subjectively 
revolutionarv Latin American youth who tragically 
followed the'line of the professor from the Louvain and 
actually "picked up the gun." There is a cynical adage from 
American courtroom parlance which applies to Mandel: 
the lawyer always goes home. 

Mandclite tailing after Eurocommunism did not fall out 
of the sky. The shift from enthusing over the heroic 
adventurism of a ''Che'' to apologizing for the pro
imperialist parliamentary cretinism of the Eurocommu
nists is consistent with Mandel's twenty-five year history of 
Pabloist impressionism on the question of Stalinism. This 
liquidationist revisionism which organizationally de
stroyed the Fourth I nternational in 1953 was succinctly 
stated (a rare virtue for the Pabloists, who clothe their 
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abrogation of Marxism in bombast) in a document entitled 
"711£, Rise and f)eclin£' of' Stalinism" which the Pabloist 
"International Secretariat" adopted at its rump "Fourth 
World Congress" in 1954: 

"In countries where the CI', are a majority in the working 
class. they can. in certain exceptional condition,> (ad
vanced disintegration of the posses'>ing classes) and under 
the pressure of very powerful revolutionarv upri,ings of 
the masses. be led to project a revolutionary orientation 
counter to the Kremlin's directives. without ahandoning 
the political and theoretical baggage inherited from 
Stalinism.. rhis perspective --namely not an organinl
tional disintegration of the mass Communist parties. but 
rather a disintegration. molecular for an entire period. of 
the bureaucratic relations which extend from the Kremlin 
down to the ranks of these parties-is essential for 
determining the forms of intervention by our movement in 
this process in order to make it evol\c in a direction 
favorable to revolutionary Marxism." 

---reprinted in The f)l'I'c/O{JfI1l'lI/ a/1{1 
/)isill/l'gra/ioll of World ,)'/a/ill i.1 III , Socialist 
Workers I'artv (S W 1') "Education for Socialists" 
Bulletin (March 1970) 

The "forms of intervention" have indeed varied: from 
deep entrism into the mass reformist parties of Western 
Europe during the 1950's and 1960's, to the futile search for 
the elusive "new mass vanguard" outside of the "bureau
cratic apparatuses" of the workers movement following the 
196R May events in France, to attempting to broker a lash
up of the "far left" that could act as a left pressure group on 
the popular front. But the thrust continues to be 
liquidationism: to find a substitute for the proletariat 
organi7ed by its conscious vanguard under the banner of 
the Fourth International in resolving the crisis of 
revolutionary leadership. 

In the past the Pabloists have tailed those Stalinist 
bureaucrats, whether in Havana, Hanoi or Lisbon, who 
could be portrayed cynically as resolute opponents of U.S. 
imperialism. But with their positive orientation to 
Eurocommunism the Mandelitcs arc now tailing ep tops 
who desire to break down barriers to Washington. 
Mandel's endless maneuvers aimed at conjuring up a "new 
mass vanguard" lead him to follow the shift to the right in 
radical petty-bourgeois opinion. Thus the Mandelites have 
crawled back to the "bureaucratic apparatuses" which they 
spurned only yesterday; and from there to tailing popular 
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frontism and becoming ar(ll,)!:~ists for the pro-NATO 
Berlinguer. the pro-monarchi'.t Carrillo. and thc pro~/(!/'cc 
de/;-ap/!(' Marchais. 

Arising in the contnt of thl.' <lnti-Smiet "human rights" 
offensin.' of ll.S. Ilnpcriall\!11. Fllrllcotllll1unism represcnts 
thc attcmpts of thc CI' lcaderslllrS to prove hoth to their 
"own" bourgeoisies and to Washington that they can be 
cntrusted with mlllistt.'ri,li portfolios and seah in the 
councils of NA 10. These p;lrtit's' I1lUCh-tOlltcd "independ
ence" from Moscow and tlwir \hcdding of even the 
pretenses of Marxist ;tIlti I r:nini,t phra,,':ology (to which 
they decreasin)!ly paId ltp ·;cnicc) clearl\' rcpn~'l.'nl shifts to 
the righl hy the majol mas, ('omlllilnist parties of Western 
furope. Thc furorean-hasl'd l!S,'C majority must there
fore discern some kllld oj' "progres,,\\c dynamic" in the 
thoroughly reformist parties which bdr,\Ycd the I'rench 
strikes of 196t\ and thc italIan strike wave <,jthe following 
~ car. 

Ihe emergence of "l1roCllll111111l1ism has provided a 
rallying point for di\crse political tcndcnC'lc,", with appetites 
to pressure the CPs troIll tlw left IIlId FU!Il Ihl' righl. 
Mandel has ob\loUS npportlll1ist arpl.'titcs to broker a 
grand rc)!roupment III kit ,,()ci;d dClI10lTats and pro
Lurocotl1munis(., all alUri)! ;ippc,dill)! to tlte "far left" to 
join hi, fake "1'ol1rth IntL'lllatlllllal" and get in on the 
action. illS sL'ilCIllc W;\:, 'Illite clearly rC\ealed last May 
when the I-rench I iglit' C()llllnUni~de i<l'\olutionnaire 
(I (' R). ma i nsta \' of t he ~. Lt nddl te l i Set majorit\. hosted a 
hig fete featurIng It'ench COnllllUl1lst Party (PCI') 
historian .lean Flklw,leill. "I'ench SO('l;dist !';Irty leader 
(;illes Martinet. an ojjll'lal dele)!atioT1 fro\ll Carrillo's 
Sranish Comllluni.,t !';Irt\, lIkrainian di",ident I.eonid 
Plyushch and two so-called "pro)!ressi\e" o/ficers, a retired 
French general and an admiral. Admiral Sanguinetti. who 
ran in the March L'iectlons on the SP ticket. defended 
"rench colonial butcilcr\' in Indochina and AI)!cria and 
rraised the "democraC\'" 01 lilt ler's W chI l1l<lcht' OJ course, 
on this platform the I('R kert .Illum about such 
fundamental Irotsk\lst pOSitions as class opposition to 
popular fronts and unconditional defellsc of the Soviet 
Lnion. Instead, lCR 'pokcsman Bensai'd concentrated his 
remarks on echoing the ;tttacks of the LU!'oCOI1lIllUnists on 
the "model of the Sllvil't rcvolution" and posting the 
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Barcelona May Days as 
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"cohahitation" of the "democratic" institutions of bour
geois dictatorshir with "rroletarian democracy" after the 
re\'olu t ion, 

Caritulation to the rorular front has led the Mandelites 
to orient toward the rightist currents in Western Eurorean 
Stalinism as well as their social~democratic would-be allies. 
"Euro-Trotskyism"-as the Mandelite line was so aptly 
duhhed hy that Spanish prophet of Eurocommunism, 
Fernando Claudin. at the May LCR fete-represents a 
significa nt social-democratila tion of the U Sec majority. Its 
adaptation to Furocommunism put the centrist Mandelites 
on a rightist. anti-Soviet course which led to a genuine 
though limited narrOW1l1g of diffen:nces with its main 
factional opronent within the USec. the viscerally social
democratic American Socialist Workers Party (SWP). 

To date the most synthetic presentation of the USec 
majority\ line on Eurocommunism is the recent hook by 
Mandel entitled From Stalinism to l:"lIr()C(I/lJIIlUnislII 
(197X). Its key chapter is "Three Facets of Eurocommu
nism." which first appeared as an articlc in the Mandelite 
international journal Inprecor (its English-language 
edition now "i ncorporated" into the Imcrc()lllil1ental Press 
of the SWP). 

In this article Mandel musters his lJuite considerahle 
powers of ohfuscation to portray Eurocommunism as a 
phenomenon whose hasic political character remains to he 
determined hut which is pregnant with revolutionary 
possihilities. Eurocommunism is here described as a 
"contradictory" phenomenon. Hut Mandel docs nOI mean 
contradictory in the sense used hy Trotsky. namely. that 
with their decisive passage into the camp of reformism in 
1933 the CPs hecame hOlirgeoi.1 \\·orker.1 parties not 
lJualitatively different from the Social Democracy. 

Rather. Mandel portrays Eurocommunism as 
contradictory in the sense of political schizophrenia. It 
supposedly has three "facets"; one is not so good, hut the 
other two arc fraught with revolutionary implications. In 
relaiion to their own imperialist hourgeoisies the Eurocom
munist parties arc said to he moving to the right. Hut with 
regard to the Soviet hloc and their own restive ranks 
Mandel claims that Eurocommunism is a progressive. 
indeed even "objectively revolutionary," force. 

Of course, Mandel cannot deny that the Eurocommu-
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nists arc seeking an ever greater integration within their 
"own" hourgeois order. H is article begins on a seemingly 
orthodox Trotskyist note: "More than anything else 
Eurocommunism represents a codification of the right
ward evolution of the West European Communist parties 
since the Seventh Congress of the Comintern." Moreover, 
he admits that "the decisive factor" motivating the CP 
\caderships is the attempt "to overcome parliamentary 
isolation, and to link up with Social Democracy and the 
"Iiheral' hourgeoisie." 

Hut for Mandelite "dialectics" there are two sides to 
every contradiction: that which exists in reality and that 
which exists as an objectification of opportunist appetite. 
Thus this high priest of Pahloism writes: 

"From the hi,torical standpoint. Iwv.cvcr. Eu
rocommuni,m is not simply a confirmation of the 
(further) ri~htward turn of most of the West Europcan 
Communist parties. It also represents a ri~ht turn under 
particular conditions. new ill and o("thelll.lc/l·e.l. First. it is 
occurrin~ during a period of rising and sometimes stormy 
upsur~e of mass struggles in Southern Europe. which has 
hordered on pre-revolutionary and rcvolutionary situa
tions." [emphasis added] 

Hut "from the historical standpoint" popular frontism was 
precisely a prod uct of "rising and sometimes stormy" class 
polarilations and conflicts. What were the "particular 
conditions" prevailing in Spain and France in the mid-
1930's, and in Italy and France immediately after World 
War II, if not "stormy"'! 

What Mandel seeks to obscure is that Eurocommunism 
is the product of the deleal.1 and helrarals of the 
"sometimes stormy upsurge of mass struggles in Southern 
Europe." especially Portugal. And here Chile should be 
added where even Mandel is forced to acknowledge in 
"Three Facets" that for the Eurocommunists: 

"The old 'wisdom' of Social Democracy was affirmcd: 
avoid a comprchensive test of strength v.i"th the hourgcoi
,ie. When the exacerhation of class contradictions and the 
polari/ation of political forces in the context of a prc
rnolutionary situation leads to such a test of strength. 
then the political conclusion drawn from this 'wisdom' is 
,implc: curh the mohililation of the workers. evcn if this 
divide,> the toilers and demohili/es entire layers of the 
proletariat. The successful application of this line can Icad 
only to the \ ictory of countcr-revolution." 

The fall of Allende convinced Herlinguer\ PCl that the 
Chilean Popular Unity government had been "too radical" 
and had too narrow a base of hourKeois support. So the 
Italian Stalinists rejected seeking a popular front with a 
liheral minority of their own bourgeoisie in favor of a 
coalition with the dominant ruling-class party, the 
staunchly anti-Soviet. pro-American Christian Demo
crats. Moreover. Herlinguer\ party recognized that the 
final arhiter of the "historic compromise" resided not in 
Rome hut in Washington. Hoping to forestall an Italian 
Pinochet. the PCl decided it should not bid for direct 
gO\ernmental participation without first securing the 
support or at least the henign neutrality of American 
imperialism. 

Portugal in the spring and summer of 1975 was the 
sharpest. most important conflict hetween Stalinism and 
Social Democracy in Western Europe since the height of 
the Cold War in the 1950's. After the Armed Forces 
Movement (M FA) toppled the right-wing Caetano 
dictatorship in the spring of 1974, Cunhal's PCP pursued a 
policy of support to left-nationalist military bonapartism. 
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AP 
At the height of the prerevolutionary crisis in Portugal the Mandelites tailed the left- talking section of the 
bonapartist bourgeois officer caste (left), while the SWP reformists cheered the anti-Communist 
mobilizations spearheaded by the Portuguese social democrats who were funded by the CIA (right). 

When Mario Soares' Socialist Party won a large plurality 
in the April 1975 Constituent Assemhly elections, it 
demanded a strong government led hy itself to suppress the 
conditions of "anarchy." In order to stay in power the left
M FA/ PCP Fifth Provisional Government was forced at 
the time to tolerate the workers coml11lssions, neighhor
hood commissions and soldiers committees. In the summer 
of 1975 Soares' Socialists, fully and actively hacked hy lJ.S. 
imperialism and West European Social Democracy, 
moved to overthrow the Fifth PrO\ isional (iovernmcnt in 
order to suppress these emhryos of dual power and to eject 
the pro-Moscow PCP Irom ollice. 

The increasingly violent conflict het\\een Soares' 
Socialists and Cunhal's CommunIsts produced a deep rift 
in the European Stalinist movement. The Italian and 
Spanish CP leaderships were greatly upset when the left
M FA/PCP regime did not turn powcr over to the social 
democrats after the latter won the COl1stituent Assemhlv 
elections: moreover, they were embarrassed by th~ 
ideological justification lor this course coming out of 
l.ishon and Moscow. The jiJ//lu/illg document of 
Eurocommunism-the joint statement 01 principles hy 
Berlinguer's PCI and Carrillo's I'(T in July 1975-was 
expressly designed to dissociate these parties Irom 
Cunha!'s PCP and its Kremlin hackers. 

l;nlike the Italian and Spanish CPs, Marchais' PCE was 
sufficiently conservatrve to defend Cunha!, a ,tance that 
proved quite damaging to its popular-front politics in 
France. The French CommunIsts came undcr heavy fire 
from their popular-front partncrs for their line on 
Portugal: for a time this issue even threatened to split the 
lJnion of the l.eft. 

Just as Berlinguer learned from the 1973 Chilean coup 
that the PCI should ally with the dominant hourgeois 
party, so Marchais drew the lesson lrom the fall of the left
M FA/ PCP regime in Septemher 1975 that the PCF could 
not extend Its II1l1uence in opposition to a strong social
democratic party, hehind which stood U.S. imperialism. In 
November Marchais journeyed to Rome where he and 
Berlinguer issued a declaration of principles similar to the 
PCI/PCE statement in July. Cunhal's hapless fate pushed 

Marchais II1to the Eurocommunist camp. 
Just as the incipient civil war in Portugal deeply 

polari/ed the world Stalinist movement, so it almost split 
the lISec into its main component parts: the Mandelite 
centrists and the reformist SWP. Characteristically, the 
l [Sec majority tailed the left-honapartist/Stalinist bloc. 
Ihe Mandelite I.iga Comunista Internacionalista went 
so far that in August of 1975 it signed a formal agreement 
supporting the program of the Fifth Provisional Govern
ment, in effect entering a short-lived popular front with the 
lett-MFA/PCP regime. 

On the other side, no event revealed the social
democratic, anti-communist nature of the American SWP 
more starkly than the 1975 Portuguese crisis. In the name 
01 "defending democracy" the SWP cheered the CIA
funded Socialists as they spearheaded the rightist mobiliza
tion against the Stalinists, the "far left" and the embryos of 
revolutionary dual power. The SWP's "State Department 
socialist" line on Portugal was a key factor in its fusion with 
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the Shachtmanite anti-Soviet-defensist Revolutionary 
Marxist Committee in 1977. The positions of the 
Mandelites and SWP on Portugal in 1975 would literally 
have placed them on opposite sides of the barricades. 

Terminological Chicanery 

Although Mandel speaks about the "social 
democratization" of the West European CPs, his actual 
purpose is to argue that the Eurocommunist parties stand 
to the left of the present-day social-democratic parties. In 
the first essay of his book Mandel puts his cards on the 
table for all to sec: 

"Hut we have never said that the Communist parties an: in 
the process 01 heing transformed into the miserahle Social 
Democracy of Helmut Schmidt. Wilson-Hcaley
Callaghan~ or Mario Soares. What we have underscor~d 
arc the evident parallels with the evolution of classical 
Social Democracv of 1910-30. which should not he 
confused with contemporary Social Democracy." 

The deliberate confusionism in this passage is so many
sided, it is difficult to sort out. To begin with, the 
periodization of "classic Social-Democracy" from 1910 to 
1930 is sheer invention on Mandel's part. The social
democratic movement underwent no definitive change in 
1910 or in 1930. It did, however, undergo a qualitative 
change in 1914 with the outbreak of World War t: when the 
International fragmented into hostile, social-patriotic 
parties. 

As Mandel well knows, the Leninist-Trotskyist tradition 
regards pre-World War I Social Democracy as a centrist 
current vacillating between revolutionary and reformist 
politics. To assert that Eurocommunism is analogous to 
early Social Democracy is equivalent to asserting that these 
parties are centrist. 

By identifying Furocommunism with Social Democracy 
in the period from 1910 to 1930 Mandel avoids dealing with 
the question of the popular front. However, a decade 
before Kautsky formulated what Mandel portrays as the 
doctrinal forerunner of Eurocommunism, classic Social 
Democracy indeed confronted "popular frontism" in the 
form of Millerandism. When in 1899 the French Socialist 

Der Spiegel 

French Pabloists yearn for a return to the halcyon 
days of the Union of the Left. 
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Under slogan calling for "Victory of the Entire 
Left" Pabloists are billed with the MRG, the 

. bourgeois Left Radicals. 

Alexandre Millerand entered a bourgeois cabinet, he 
anticipated the principal expression of reformism in the 
imperialist epoch in bourgeois-democratic countries with 
mass parties based on the labor movement. After an initial 
softness toward Millerandism, the Bebel/Kautsky leader
ship of German Social Democracy definitely rejected 
socialist participation in a capitalist government. 

In his 190R book the Road to Power Kautsky stated: 
"Whoever looks upon the Socialist party as a means of 
freeing the proletariat. mw,t decisively oppose any and all 
forms of participation hy that party In the ruling 
corruption. If there is anything that will roh us of the 
confidence of all honorahle clements in the masses. and 
that will gain us the contempt of all those sections of the 
proletariat that arc capahle ofand willIng to tight. and that 
will har the road to our progress. it is participation of the 
Socialists in any coalition or 'hloc' polin'." 

This passage marks pre-War Kautskvism on the question 
of socialist entry into bourgeois governments as qualita
tively to the left ofa//Stalinist parties since 1934-35 andthe 
USee majority! 

Since 1934-35 the Stalinist parties have not been 
intrinsically (as distinct from conjuncturally) to the left of 
the social-democratic parties. As Trotsky wrote after the 
Seventh (Popular Front) Congress of the Comintern in 
1935: "Nothing now distinguishes the Communists from 
the Social Democrats except the traditional phraseology. 
which is not difficult to unlearn" ("The Comintern's 
Liquidation Congress." Writings. IY35-36). In the Spanish 
Revolution and ('ivil War (I Y36-37) the Stalinists stood on 
the far right wing of the "popular front" coalition as the 
most implacable enemies of proletarian dual power. In 
1937 the Stalinists toppled the popular Socialist leader 
Largo Caballero because he was insufficiently ruthless in 
suppressing the revolutionary workers led by the anarchists 
and the centrist POU M. 

And Spain was not uni4ue in this regard. As Mandel 
himself noted. in 1945 the Kremlin and its Hritish followers 
advocated that the Labour Party contlllUl' ih wartime 
coalition with Churchill's Tories. Clement Attlee and 
Ernest Bevin rejected this Stalinist line. Within the 
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framL:\\ork of reformism the British lahour government of 
1945-5 L which nationali/ed a numher of major industries 
and introduced ,ociali/ed medicine, was far to the left of 
the pre,ellt-day Italian Communist Party, whose program 
of ecollomic austerity and "law and order" aims at 
(('I'N.ling the economic gains made hy the working class 
since the "red autullln" of 1969 and strengthening the 
repressive state apparatus, On key issues in Italian politieal 
life (the 1974 divorce referendum, the Moro kidnapping) 
Berlinguer's PCI ha, heen to the right of the Socialist Party 
of De MartinojCraxi. Likewise, in the Chilean Unidad 
Popular government the CI' constituted the far-right-wing 
Jcfender of the hourgeoi, order. 

By the time Mandel finishes dealing with the first "facet," 
Eurocommunism comes off looking not all that had. Then 
Mandel settles down to saying what he really wants to say: 
since Eurocomrnunism has aroused illusions in the West 
European and to a certain extent East European working 
class and among intellectuals, therfore it is more potent and 
relevant than Trotskyism. Mandcl maintains that when 
they critici/e the Kremlin and make noises ahout workers 
democracy. the [. urocommunists are not making overtures 
to their own hourgeoisie or to U.S. imperialism hut in fact 
are responding to pressure from the proletariat. It is a 
classic ca,e olthe prophet pretending that it's the mountain 
and not himself that's doing the moving. 

Here then is the· key passage in "three Facets" and 
indeed In the entire hook From ,\'(([linism to 
Ell r(lC(}/1I /11//11 is/II: 

";\, we han: alreadv ,hown. the main reasons for the 
tactical turn, of the'!'urocommunists during past years 
ha\e related to ekclmal policy: the aim is to overcomc a 
specrlrc ohstack to reaching voters (and trade-union 
S\'mpathi/crs to some extent). From this standpoint, the 
hrrocommunists' criticism o! the repressive policies o!the 
Smiet hureaucran l',nl in no way he designed to win 
hourgeois or 'upper middle class' votes .... I n other words: 
the growing criticism of the Smiet hureaucracy is a 
concession primarily to the West Furopean working class 
itsd! and not to the hourgeoisie. 
"{Imkr the,e conditions[ofmilitancy in theep ranks], the 
lurocommunish' criticism of the Kremlin is in large part 
not a conce,sron to hourgcois idl'ologv and influence 
within the workrng cia,s, hut a concession 10 Ihe lillli
hureaucralil' C()I11{>()1I1'111.1 ollhl' i/1'C'rag" clillsciOl/.I.,u'ss 01 
rhl' c(llllhalil'l' /111'''1'.1 ol\\·or"er.l, which is now undouhted
Iv rrluch strongcr than it was in the pa,t." [emphasis in 
oriFinal] 

To hcgin, onc IS struck with how Furocommunism. 
which had just hecn descrihed as the latest stage in the 
"gradual SOCial democrati;ation" of the CPs, suddenly gets 
reduced to mcre "tactical turns" adopted to "ovcrcome a 
specifie ohstaele to reaching voter,." Hut most astounding 
is how Mandel flatly denies that the Eurocommunists' 
criticism 01 Soviet hureaucratism and repression of 
dissidents has anything to do with their enthusing over 
"pluralistic democraev." 

Berlinguer, Marchais and Carrillo arc not such 
parliamentarv cretins to really helieve that their gaining 
entry into the government simply reqUires an electoral 
hootstrap operation. Berlinguer doe,n't need to hack the 
Charter 77 group IT1 Clechoslovakia to hold his working
class comtltuencY. He docs so to gaIn the votes, as it were, 
of the Christian Democratic leadership, the Vatican 
hierarchy, the Italian general statl and last hut not least the 
ll.S. St;lll' Department and Pentagon. 
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Social democrats and liherals always talk ahout the 
"democrati/ation" of Soviet society, a soft formulation of 
the call for capitalist restoration in the USSR. Does this 
mean that Willy Brandt or George McGovern are 
responding to the "anti-hureaucratic components of the 
a verage consciousness of the comhative layers of workers"'? 
Evcn at the height of the Cold War no American leader
not Truman, not Eisenhower, not Dulles-openly advocat
ed reestahlishing the "free enterprise system" in Stalinist 
Russia. The popular ideological slogans of imperialist anti
Sovietism have alwQl's heen "democracy versus dictator
ship," "the free world versus totalitarianism," "human 
rights versus police state repression." 

The hostility toward the USSR among American. West 
Cierman or British workers is not hased on positive loyalty 
to the capitalist economic system, on a desire to see General 
Motors, Siemens or Imperial Chemical take over Russian 
industry. The anti-Soviet attitude of social-democratic 
workers in Western Europe and the more hackward 

Karl 
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workers in the LJ .S. in part derives from the helief that 
parliamentary democracy is hetter than the Kremlin's 
dictatorial regime and in part from nationalist ideology. 
Everyone, except a few right-wing neanderthals, knows 
that the West European working classes can only he rallied 
hehind NATO against the Soviet Union in the name of 
"social ist democracy," now i ncl ud ing its E urocomm unist 
version. 

A Basket Full of Dissidents 

If Portugal forced the West European CPs to choose 
hetween Kn:mlin-Iovalism and social democracv, then 
the August 1975 H~lsinki Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe provided the concrete link be-tween 
Eurocommunism, U.S. imperialism and the Soviet 
dissidents. Especially important in this regard was the so
called "Basket Three" agreement. the pledge of various 

cOlltillucd Ollllexl paKe 
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democratic rights (free movement of ideas, information, 
persons) which U.S. imperialism extracted from the 
Kremlin in return for formally recogniling the latter's 
sphere of influence in East Europe. 

American policymakers like Kissinger had a dual 
purpose in pressuring the Soviet Stalinist bureaucracy to 
commit itself to "Basket Three." Since the Kremlin would 
obviously not carry out "Basket Three," the U.S. could 
exploit this in mobili/ing "democratic" public opinion for 
its drive to ultimately reconquer the USSR for capitalism. 

Secondly, Washington strategists hoped (though 
probably didn't expect) that "Basket Three" would 
would encourage the 
development of a pro
Western oppositional 
movement in the USSR, 
composed of types like 
Andrei Sakharov. In 
fact, U.S. imperialism 
did succeed in establish
ing the organilational 
framework for the 
mainstream soviet dissi
dent movement in the 
form of the Hebinki 
monitoring groups. 

Especially because 
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certainl\: the Western system offers fewer constraints" 
(I/a/ial/' COIl7I1/[/Ilis/. Apr'il-.1 uly 1976). 

In 1977 when the PCI- changed its line and came out for a 
I-rench independent "nuclear deterrent," Marchais 
reasserted his Furocommunist independence of Soviet 
Russia: "It thne were aggression against France by the 
Soviet lJ nion, which is unthinkable, we would be the first 
to defend the national territory" (New York Times, 24 
September 1(77). Docs Mandel believe that Marchais' 
qatement of anti-Soviet French-dcfensism is "a con
cession to the anti-bureaucratic components of the 
average consciousness of the combative layers of 

FlfllaysoniFortune 

workers"'1 We don't 
know, for in the 200 
pages of From Stalinism 
/0 Euwcommunism this 
well-known statement 
by Marchais IS not 
mentioned. nor are simi
lar embarassing (for 
Mandel) statements by 
other Eurocommunist 
biders. 

the Soviet government 
signed the Helsinki Ac
cords as a symbol of 
detente, the West Eu
ropean CPs' willingness 
to criticile Soviet viola
tions of "Basket Three" 
freedoms became a key 
imperialist yardstick for 
measuring their inde
pendence from Mos
cow. Most of the promi

Carrillo, in particu
lar embarrassing (for 
way to laud Carter's 
"human rights" cam
paign. When the PCE 
was legaliled in April 
1977, Carrillo attributed 
this to the moral influ
ence of Carter's "hu
man rights" campaign. 
And again, when Mr. 
Eurocommunism visit
ed the lJ .S. in the fall of 
1977, he thanked Carter 
for his right to speak Eurocommunists appease NATO hoping to avoid the fate of 

Dubcek. 
freely in America, obvi

ously Impl\ ing a contrast with his treatment in Russia. 
Aftn crossing a campus workers picket line Carrillo began 
a speech at Yale University: "If I'm speaking here today, it 
is essentially due to the human rights policies of president 
Carter which made possible this visit" (quoted in 
I.Tlpres.lo. 27 :"Iovember 1(77). 

nent Soviet dissidents whom the Eurocommunists defend 
are involved in the Helsinki monitoring groups. In one 
sense the Italian, French and Spanish CPs have become 
Helsinki monitoring groups for the Helsinki monitoring 
groups. 

The Helsinki Accords, linking detente to bougeois
democratic rights, shaped the very terminology of 
Eurocommunism. Thus, the :"Iovember 1975 PCI/PCF 
statement of principles repeats in large measure the "Basket 
Three" agreement. The document coming out of the June 
1976 East Berlin conference of European Communist 
parties, essentially a concession by the Kremlin to th~ 
Eurocommunists, reads very much like the Helsinki 
Accords, a paean to detente. 

Eurocommunist spokesmen constantly link their 
criticisms of the Kremlin to professions of loyalty to their 
own and to other "democratic" imperialist states. For 
ex~mple, in a famous interview with Corriere della .";era in 
1976 Berlinguer explicitly linked his opposition to Kremlin 
repression, in particular its invasion of Clechoslovakia, to 
his desire to build a "socialism with a human face" under 
the aegis of l\i A TO. Asked whether "socialism with 
freedom is more achievable in the Western system than in 
the Eastern one," Berlinguer replied quite bluntly: "Yes, 

But undoubtedly the most striking instance of 
Furocommunist support to Carter's anti-Soviet "human 
rights" campaign was the Shcharansky case last July. 
Unlike the Soviet dissidents Yuri Orlov and Aleksander 
(jinlburg, who were tried at the same time, Anatoly 
Shcharansky actually was xui1tr of a crime against the 
military defense of the Soviet Union. He gave information 
about secrct military research to an American journalist 
connected with Pentagon intelligence agencies (a fact 
subsequentlv admitted by the Pentagon and the liberal 
media). 

Carter chose to make the Soviet prosecution of 
Shcharamh a ('(J.II/I he/Ii in his renewed Cold War 
otfensl\c I he West European CPs duly took their cue 
from Washington. The PCI protested the prosecution of 
Shcharansky on the front page of CUnita. But Marchais 
went even further. I n a mass demonstratign in Paris, 
French Communist leaders marched arm-in-arm with 
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Avital Shcharansky, an extreme right-wing Zionist 
associated with the fanatical, fascistic Gush Emunim sect in 
Israel. At this demonstration a Soviet flag was burned and 
among the sldgans carried was "Hitler, Stalin, Brelhnev, 
the Same Struggle." PCF central committee member Henri 
Fis/bin explained his party's participation in this anti
Soviet demonstration as a "reaffirmation of our passionate 
attachment to democracy, not only in France but anywhere 
in the world" (I,e !vloI/c/e, 13 July 197H). 

If Mandel portrays the Eurocommunist defense of 
Soviet bloc dissidents as progressive, it is because he would 
have us believe that all oppositional movements in the 
Soviet bloc are progressive, forces for political revolution 
against the Stalinist bureaucracy: 

"The political conflict in the USSR and the Peoplc's 
Democracies pits the bureaucracy against the toiling 
masses and not against the imperialist bourgeoisie. When 
the Eurocommunist leaders commit themselves (insuffi
cientlv) against the bureaucracy in this struggle, they place 
themselves on the side of the masses and not on the side of 
imperialism." 

Is the reactionary religious fanatic Aleksander Sollhe
nitsyn, who denounces the American people for not 
destroying North Vietnam, then a legitimate spokesman 
for "the toiling masses against the bureaucracy"? What 
about the liberal cold warrior Andrei Sakharov, who calls 
for U.S. economic hlackmail against the Soviet Union'l Or 
the Zionist Vladimir Slepak, who sought to organi/e the 
large-scale emigration of Soviet Jews to Israel? • 

It is empirically indisputable that the mainstream Soviet 
dissidents look to Western imperialism as a champion of 
their cause. As previously noted, most of the Soviet 
dissidents defended hy the West European CPs were 
involved in the Helsinki monitoring groups. In its 
documents written for internal consumption the USec 
concedes that the opposition to Stalinist hureaucratic rule 
in the Soviet hloc contains reactionary elements. Yet the 
USec explicitly denies that even the pro-imperialist 
dissidents represent a current that poses a danger to the 
gains of the collectivized economies of these states. 
According to the draft resolution which the Mandelites 
have drawn up for their "Eleventh World Congress," 

"The predominant feature of the emerging opposition 
mo\'Cmcnts in Eastern Europe and the USSR is their 
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commitmcnt to civillihertie,. I hn havc heen marked hv a 
di\'C!',c political composition ;lIld the inclusion' of 
non,ocialist and non-working-clas, ideologies .. 
"While a restoration of capitalism i, ,till possible in1hese 
countric,. the rnoti\l: forces tor such a restoration arc not 
to be tound among anti-socialist ideologuc, in,ide the civil 
righh nHl\ClIlcnl. hut primaril\ In thc ingrained aggre,
,ivclll:" of international capitali,m and the imperialist 
power, .. 
"Anything that fo,tcrs a rise in working-class ,elf
organi/ation. self-confidence. and ability to develop 
independent political action. helps tip the scaies in favor of 
political revolution and proictarian democracy-not 
restoration of capitalism." 

--"I he World Political Situation and the lash of 
the Fourth International." IlIlemari()llalllllCmal 
/)iSClIS.lioll Hlil/erin. Vol. XV. No.5. July 19n 

In other words. the "nonsocialist and anti-working-class" 
clements in the dissident movement are allegedly insignifi
cant both numerically and in their relation to world 
imperiali,m. And. to the extent that they are able to carry 
out their program. these elements end up objectively 
serving the proletariat. 

If taken seriously. such positions imply a fundamental 
revision of the Trotskyist theory of Stalinism. First, to 
helieve that the possihility of capitalist restoration has been 
completely eradicated within the houndaries of the Soviet 
Union and that the only threat to the gains of the October 
Revolution comes from. in the words of Mandel, 
"ingrained aggressiveness of international capitalism and 
the imperialist powers" is to emhrace precisely the Stalinist 
dogma of "socialism in one country." Under the cloak. of 
"anti-Stalinism" the Pahloist position actually rejects 
Trotsky's indictment of the Stalinist hureaucracy hased on 
its contradictory role. On the one hand. the bureaucracy 
rests on the social gains of the Octoher Revolution; on the 
other. Stalinist hureaucratic rule preserves and even 
engenders forces within the degenerated and deformed 
workers states that pose a threat to the social conquests of 
the property transformations. 

Mandel passes in silence over the only real mass 
organization in the Soviet bloc that presently stands 
outside the control of the hureaucracy and constitutes a 
potential threat to it: the church. Mandel can smugly 
dismiss the ravings of a Sol/henitsyn, hut the reactionary 

('()l1lil1l1l'd ()Il 1}(lge IX 

Nogue ma 

Helsinki Summit, 1975: USec paeans to "socialist democracy" echo "Basket Three" concessions which 
U.S. imperialism wrung from the USSR. 
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"fragile Unity" in German USee 

Where Pabloism Has Led the GIM 
lhe lea/let trallslated ([lui reproduced helow was 

distrihlllcli last ,I/Irillg hI' the Frot::kistische Liga 
/Jeutschlands to (/ colIFerence of the Gruppe Internationale 
Marxistell. Gerlllan section o( the United Secretariat 
(GIM). As onc of the smaller alld more provincial (}lthe 
European scctiolls o( the United .\'ecretariat (USee). the 
GIM has o/ien hecn peripheral in the international clique/ 
faction jighls 01 the USce. Some aspects o( the historv of 
the GI.H IIlI'lIIiollCd in this lUI/let therej()re require 
ie/cn t i/lcal iOIl and nTlanal iOIl. 

In 195/-52 a Yugosl(j\'~/il/{]Il('ullihcral Stalinist partv. 
the CA P (lndcpendent ~t'orkcrs Parn). was F)rmed in 
West (/erman)'. Responding to the international Pahloist 
euphoria O\'cr Ii·to. the (Jerlllan section entered this 
/im1/ation. which hrieflr enjo)'cd rapid growth. But with 
Tito's rapprochcment \\'ith I+'estern imperialist powers 
around the "'oreal! War. )'ugoslal' lime/ing for the UA P 
ended-and the "partr" e '({I aiI'm 'cd a quick and ignohle 
end. The Gerlllan Pahloists under thc leadership ol Georg 
Jungclas t/1el/ slIhmerged tUI I/I'or/l' fll'(J decades infO the 
rightll'ard-/lw\'ing (jermanl! )('[(;/ i/clllocracr. 

J)eep enfrisl in the Sf'/), the (!Sec "German section" 

For a Trotskyist 
Perspective! 

[t's no secret that the G[M is in a crisis, Largely 
liquidated puhlic work. the turnover in memhership, a 
dwindling press run of Was Tim, boycotting their own 
policies and fighting out of differences outside the 
organi/ation arc' only surface manifestations of a general 
stagnation. 

The crisis of the G[M is political. [t is the product of 
Pahloist l11ethodology--seeking a substitute for the 
Leninist-Trotskyist party, which as a cadre party must be 
huil: "from the tup down" on a firm programmatic basis 
and rooted in the working class. Instead, the G[M tries to 
find some other, "quicker" way to gain mass influence, It 
searches for "new vanguards" which will spontaneously 
come to revolutionarv insights and into which the G[M can 
integrate itself in order to give them the last little push to 
the left: in short, those "unconscious Trotskyists" whom 
the Pahloists have heen trying to lind in all parts of the 
world for a quarter of a cellturv now, 

The path of the (ierman section/CilM has led through 
the Titoist U!\I' and more than 15 years of "integrationist 
entrisrn" withill the SPD right up to the "new mass 
vanguard"j"lIew workers vanguard"---only to one blind 
alley after another, to the destruction of cadres, demorali
zation and cynicism, 

[n the draft PJSec] dllCU!l1ent, "The Building of 
Revolutionary Partie~;in Capitalist furope" [1972J, 
Mandel predicted "the decisive battles" in about "four or 

(which had no official name) scarcell' intervened in the 
youth radicalization of the late 1960·s. By 1968-69 the 
official USee section had reversed its orientation in order to 
tail the student movement and had developed a strategic 
perspectil'e hased on the supposed revolutionary potential 
of the "red university, .. During this period Was Tun (which 
is nolt' the central organ ol the GIM) was published as the 
would-he journal of the West German APO (Extra
Parliamcntarl' Opposition. the name hy which the German 
Nell' refi re(erred to itself). A deep split occurred with 
much of' the youth leaving to publiciI' estahlish the 
Infernationale Kommunisten Deutsch lands (I K D) in 1970. 
77](' split It'as in a leftward direction hut was partial and 
essentialll" an empirical rejection of the Pahloist policies, 
Several other splits quickll"fragmented the I K D leading /0 

the existence in Germani' of' unstahle and competing lelt
centrist groupings which claimed to he anti- Pahloist. 
Uquidation in the Social J)emocracy and equallr unlruit-
jill suhmergence in the New I-Rft have thus dominated the 
historl' o( the German Pahloists. 

nIl' dominant clique in the G 1M. centered now on 
Winfried Wolf: has remained in the direct continuitl' of this 

five years." Today this perspective, which was based on the 
"new vanguard," has been proven to be the wrong track
just like Maitan's remark in 1968 that "the International 
will he built around Bolivia" and his confidence a year later 
that the next [USec] world congress might indeed be held in 
the seat of power in La Paz, [n the late sixties the GIM 
failed to intervene with a revolutionary program and 
instead tailed after and sought to be "part" of the 
movement. N ow the G [M has been left sitting high and dry 
after the APO-swamp dried up in resignation and 
adaptation ism. 

The old "new mass vanguard" is dead. There has to be a 
new substitute for the party: will the "Socialist Weekly" 
conjure it up'? Or Socialist Trade- Union Politics'? Or the 
famous factory work of the "Faction"'? 

The sundry tendencies/factions/swamps of the GIM are 
searching for their vanguards in seemingly counterposed 
quarters. There's no real rightjleft polarization, however. 
The dominant clique around Winfried Wolf sees its 
prospects in a q uasi-entrist orientation toward a left social
democratic milieu that's moving to the right (SB, SOAG, 
etc.), spiced up· with a few cynical, burnt-out ex
Spartacushunders and anti-AK W [nuclear power] freaks 
as a field for mass intervention. The projections for a 
"Socialist Weekly," the "socialist alternative" to fill "the 
political vacuum to the left of the SPD," the "movement" 
for a "fourth party"-all this is simply a warmed-over 
version of the [old orientation toward the] "new mass 
vanguard," which now has become older, flabbier, more 
hostile to communists, It's obvious that the model is the 
Socialist Challenge of the [MG, We applaud [[MG leader] 
rariq Ali's candor when he stated: "We of the [MG 

contilllled on page 16 
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past. looking ji)r some Iwrt o( the Nell' IRtf or socia/
democratic lelt to tail. In recent )'ears these aspirations 
have heen directed t(}\l'ard the 5;~)('ialist Bureau. a le(t
re(ormist grouping on the .\'PD peripherr with some 
inl7uence among trade unionists and in the intellectual 
n;i1ieu around Franklilrl. as In'lI as toward lelt-talking 
groups in the SP!) routh. 

On the other hand. oppositionists have pushed some 
variation o( a narroll' workcrist orientation against the 
pettl'-hourgcois leadership. Around the "Tenth World 
Congress" o( the US'ec (Fehruarr 1974) the Kompass 
Tendencl' (German component o( the international Third 
Tende/1(:)' lI'hose most prominent internationalfi'gure was 
the Italian Roher(() Massari) called (or an orientation to 
the working class. emhraccd the' American Socialist 
Workers Partl''s (S W P) legalist rejection o( the majority's 
pro-guerrillai,~'m and impressionisticallr characterized the 
SP!) as a "hourgeois partl', " In late 1974. however. the 
majoritr o( the /(ompass dissolved into a hlo(' with the 
Wol( clique to fimn the nell' G I M majoritr, 

More recentlr. the Proletarian Faction has emerged as 
the main organized opposition to the C 1 M leadership. The 
ProFra orients to the most hackward layers o( the 
proletariat and mllsj()r liquidating Was Tun infavor o(an 
even less political journal lI'hich will supposedlr appeal to 
the workers. The Pro fra. which views the SPD as purely 
hourgeois and the trade unions as hopelessly hureaucratic. 
is an extreme srndicalist tendency which has ahandoned 

"The GIM Has Not Yet 
Fallen Apart" 

EDITOR',"; NOTE: Reprinted helow is a resolution that 
the Central Committee o( the G I M adopted unanimouslv 
(with one ahstention) on 9 Jull' 1978, The document is 
translated/rom a recent (il M internal hulletin (01 B No. 
151. 20 Ju/r 1978). It quite graphically reveals just how 
deep the German Pah/oist organization has sunk into the 
mud at the hottom o( the latter-day Menshevik swamp. 
Here the crnicalleaders o( the C I M mil upon the U Sec to 
appoint "a person generall\' regarded with trust" (a tall 
order indeed,') to plar a honapartist role in keeping the 
squahhling fact ions / cliques /swamps o( the C 1 M together 
in some semhlance o( a national organization. A classic 
case o( the cure /Jcillg II() hc((er thall Ihe illll£,ss' 

CALL FOR UNIFYING THE ORGANIZATION 

Despite at times violent political conflicts the G I M has not 
yet fallen apart. While this fragile unity may rest on the 
reali7ation that left to their own resources splinter 
groupings cannot arrive at any political perspective for the 
long run. nonetheless the fundamental common basis that 
still exists must be underlined. It consists of the following 
points: 

Membership in the Fourth International. defense of 
its theory and program 
Evaluation of the state of capitalism as a whole and of 
West German capitalism in particular 
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e\'en the pretence o( mrrring programmatic politics (let 
alone Trotskrist politics) to the proletariat. The Zwischen
sumpI' (literallr: Intermediate Swamp). as the name 
implies. wal'ers hetween the other two tendencies. calling 
li)r more trade-union work and de(ending the extreme 
fl'deralisll1 produced hr the G I M's extended political crisis. 
171e pro-S W P tendencr in the Cil M has heen traditionalfv 
small. 

The Wolj' group is currentlr seeking to emulate the 
British IMG's (International Marxist Group. British 
section oj'the USe c) Socialist lJ nity hodgepodge. attempt
ing to launch a "socialist weekly" as a centrist/lefi
relimnist propaganda front with the Socialist Bureau and 
Idi social democrats-while simultaneousl\, capitulating 
t;) the "Green" enl'ironmentalists. whom they "criticalfv" 
supported in recent elections in hoth Hamhurg and Hesse. 
The leadership group has also produced a token issue of a 
trade-union oriented journal with a minimal program, 
Sozialistische Arbeiterpolitik. in an attempt to undercut 
ProFra criticism, 

Since the 1'1.1) leaf7et was distrihuted the Gf M has held 
its national conlerence. Its onlr "achievement" was the 
hureaucratic ex,;ulsion oj'a c()m~ade who alone had waged 
a principled opposition to all the unprincipled cliques and 
swamps in the CIM. 

Trotzkistische Uga Deutsch lands 
January 1979 

A conception of the GIM as a revolutionary 
organization overwhelmingly not anchored in the 
working class. an organization which must prepare a 
revolutionary mass party and which currently faces 
the task of transforming itself from a group whose 
main activity is propagandistic into one which creates 
a base for itself. The members and sympathizers must 
be trained for work in mass movements. in particular 
in the working masses. Agreement on the necessity of 
working out a concrete program for revolutionary 
politics in the BRD. 

Abandoning the orientation toward the left-radical 
camp and a turn toward centrist currents. 

The extant differences of opinion are of a tactical and not 
of a principled nature. Were it otherwise, then the GIM 
would be an unprincipled bloc: its falling apart would then 
liberate its parts from the need for crippling concessions to 
one another. The most important differences are: 

All currents call for primary orientation toward 
factory work. But large parts of the organization do 
not put this abstract credo into practice, either because 
they do not take this task seriously enough. or see only 
limited practical possibilities at present or in the short 
run consider other tasks more important. The 
evaluation of the trade unions and various questions 
of tactics in the plants have been sharply disputed. 
This is also true of political initiatives aimed at the 
factories and trade unions. such as the Aktionskreis 
Leben [Quality of Life Action Groups]. While the 
decision on this question was adopted unanimously in 
the CC only parts of the organization have carried it 
out. 

cOlllillucd Oil page 17 
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From the Archives of Trotskyism 

Declaration 
of the 

Internationalist 
Communists It I~ with great ~atisfacti()n that we 

ruhlish for the first time in Fngli~h this 
movlI1g and historicallv imrnrtal~t docu

ment The '"Declaration of the In-

f B h Id ternatlonall~t CommunIsts of 

O UC enwi :~~l~~~en~~:ll~:~ ca~res ':I\1(t:~;;I~\:~~l;;~~~ 
of thc r rotskYlst movcment who 

~ 
~u\\ I\ed the ~all concentratIon camr. 

Above: 

€ ~'''''', I""", 'on",e ,we S'al",,,, r,,,,eu-

~,. . \'\ tInn hroke these comrades' rolltlcal courage . ..-..i..' .... ~ OrIgll1alh WrItten In German. the 
.'~ ~ ~ ~., '~ .,' declaratIon' was Issued a lIttle more than a _ I r '. . • 01# week alter Buchenwald \Vas lIherated 111 Arril 
~.... 1945. Its third section was rrinted in a 1946 

" -JIll til -'~ ~ is,ue of Neller .""partaku.l. the first German-

I 
language Trotskyist rress ruhlished after the 
war. This rart of the document was rerrinted 
in Octoher 1974 in nil' Internatiolla/l',journal 

~ 
of the West German Pahloists. More recentlY, 
two different French tramlations of the full 

. .. J#... text have heen ruhli~hed. Onearreared in the 
- Bulletill (No. 10) of the Centre dTtudes et de 

Recherches 'our les M(luvements Trotsky~te et Reyolutionnaires Internationaux 
(CFRMI RI): the second in Critique Communi.lle (No. 25. Noyemher 197X). journal 
of the French Pahloists. Our translation is from the original German text. which 
was ohtained from the CFRMTRI archives in Paris. This introduction is largely hased 
on the rrcfaces to the text which arreared in the CERMTRI Bulletin and Critique 
( ·()lIIlIIlIniste. 

fhe '"Declaration of the I nternationalist Communists of Buchenwald" was the 
collahorative \Vork of four comrades: the two Austrians Ernst Federn and Karl Fischer, 
Marcel Beaufrere and Florent (jalioy. '-reneh and Belgian TrotskYISh resrecti-.cly. l.ike 
ma nv ot her (ierllla n and Austrian Trotskyish, J-edern and hscher were seiled hy the Nalis 
even hclorc the outhreak of the second imrerialist war. Both were first arrested for their 
rnolutionan activities in Austria in 1935. Federn was released hut hscher and other 
Au'>trianl rOhkyists were imrnsoned and tried in Vienna in 1937. Sentenced to five years' 
imrrisonment, they were released in the amnesty decreed on the eve of the Cierman 
annexation of A ust ria in h:hruary 19 3X and escared to Belgi um and laterto /-rance. Federn 
\\as arre,ted again in 193X, sent to the !\;,lIi camr at Dachau and later mo\t.'d to 
Buche\mald. 

"Workers Song": de
tail of adrawing done 
in Buchenwald. 

Many of thel rotskyist cadres who were to join Federn at Buchenwald srent the first 
years pf the war clandestinely organiling among German workers and soldiers under the 
:\a/i oceuration. Their internationalist struggle made the scattered Trotskyist cells the 
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target of not only the Gestapo but also the Stalinists. 

Marcel Beaufrere was typical of those Trotskyist militants whose clandestine work was 
punished hv the Na/is with imprisonment in the death camps. In and out of prison 'dllCe 
1939, when he had first been arrested for "provoking disobedience in the army," Beaufrcre 
worked closely with Marcel Hie. who had succeeded in regularly publishing l.a Verite 
right under the Nazis' noses. In September 1943 Beaufrere was assigned to head up the 
Trotskyist cell in Brittany, where the underground paper Arheiter und Soh/at was printed 
and distributed among the German armed forces. Despite fierce repression (in Octoher 
1943 the Gestapo caught and shot some 65 members of the cell, including 30 German 
soldiers and sailors), Trotskyist propaganda in German continued to be produced in great 
quantity (with press runs as high as 10,000 copies) and disseminated as late as August 
1944. Beaufrcre was finally arrested in October 1943, tortured and then sent to 
Buchenwald. 

Many of the Trotskyist militants active in this work did not live to read the document 
produced by the Buchenwald comrades. Marcel Hic survived Buchenwald only to perish 
at Dora in 1944. Robert Cruau, the 23-year-old militant who headed the Trotskyist cell in 
the Wehrmacht at Brest, was arrested in 1943 and, according to the Critique Communist£' 
introduction by Rodolphe Prager: 

"A little after his arrest Rohert Cruau faked an escape in order to get himself killed. He wa nted 
to he certain not to talk and he was the primary target of the interrogators." 

And Ahram Leon, gifted author of the still definitive Marxist work on the Jewish 
question and leader of the Belgian Trotskyist cell in the Wehrmacht, was arrested in .I une 
1944 when he arrived in the Charleroi region to assume control of the clandestine work 
among the miners, which cove,ed some 15 mines and included publication of IR Reveil 
des Mineurs. Tortured by the Gestapo, l.eon was exterminated in a gas chamber at 
Auschwitz at the age of 26. 

Despite the Nazi terror, the Trotskyists in the concentration camps sought to continue 
fighting for their revolutionary program. Several accounts testify to the heroism and 
courage of the Trotskyist cell at Buchenwald. According to an interview which Beaufrere 
gave to an iSt representative in January 1979, when the Nazis were preparing to abandon 
Buchenwald to the approaching Allied forces, the camp commandants broadcast over the 
lou(bpeaker system an order for the pris(ll1ers to assemhle. Recogni/ing that a final 
round-up and execution (lfthe Jewish inmates were very likely in the offing. Beaufri:reand 
his comrades immediately began to urge the inmates not to report for the assembly and to 
get the political prisoners to give their identifying red emblems to the Jews, who were 
forced to wear yellow stars on their uniforms. An almost certain mass slaughter of Jews 
(and perhaps communists as well) was thus partially averted . 

. The political authority which the I nternationalist Communists earned within the camp 
played no small role in their survival. As was the case at other Nazi camps, at Buchenwald 
the Trotskyists lived under the constant threat of assassination by the Stalinists, who in 
most cases controlled the clandestine military apparatuses formed in some camps. 
According to the interview with Beaufrere, the French Stalinist cell at Buchenwald 
recognized him as a Trotskyist upon his arrival in January 1944 and vowed to kill him. 
Elsewhere, Trotskyists were indeed murdered by the Stalinists-for example, Pietro 
Tresso (Blasco), a leader of the clandestine Trotskyist organization (the pel), 
"disappeared" after a Stalinist-organi/ed raid freed some gO resistance fighters from Puy, 

Marcel Beaufrere 

a Na/i eamp in France. At Buchenwald the French Stalinists used their administrative Ernest Federn 
positions as trustees to assign Beaufrcre to a task that would almost certainly lead to his 
death. Beaufrere was saved from this "death warrant" by the active solidarity of the 
German and Czech Stalinist cells, eventually also gaining the support of the other cells 
(which were organized along national lines), including the Russian group. 

What enabled Beaufrere to gain the sympathy and respect of these Stalinist cadres was 
in no small measure the anti-chauvinist stand of the Trotskyists. Evidently many of the 
German and Austrian Stalinists were repelled by the anti-German chauvinism of their 
French CP "comrades." (At the time of the Allied "liheration" of France L'Human/le ran 
headlines such as "Everybody Get a Kraut!") 

After his arrival in Paris in 1945, Beaufrere recounted for the Freneh Trotskyist press 
cOIl//llucd OIlIlC.\/IJ(}gc 
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the impact of the Buchenwald declaration on the (ierman Stalinists: 
"Some old German Communisb came to find our Trotskyist comrades [in Buchenwald], 
Ikaufrere recounted on his return to Paris, and said to them, the hour has come, you must 
publicly show yourselves, and they asked for a preliminary political discussion, A text of our 
German comrades which declared liS in favor of a soviet German republic had a profound 
impact on the german Communist comrades, who asked to keep in touch with the Trotskyists." 

~ra Vhite, II May 1945, lluoted in Critique Communiste, November 1978 

The Buchenwald declaration is not without its weaknesses, From the standpoint of 
Trotskyism the manifesto contains formulations on the questions of the USSR and the 
Fourth International that are fUllY if not simply ambiguous, Thus, while, the Soviet 
bureaucracy is referred to as a caste, the declaration avoids characterizing the USSR as a 
degenerated workers state. It quite explicitly puts a question mark over the future 
evolution of the regime and nowhere calls for the unconditional military defense of the 
USSR. 

Likewise, while "I V I nternational" appears at the end of the document in parentheses. 
the Fourth International and Trotskyism are not mentioned in the text. Rather, the 
declaration states that "a new world revolutionary party" remains to be created. 

These were not hasty formulations but the result of much discussion, Beaufrere and 
fischer held widely divergent positions on the class character 

'"""""""~'''"Y"'''~''"'''''''''''' "" ... 

ARBEITER!5S0LDAT 
of the USSR and on the Fourth I nternational. Even before the 
war, Fischer had adopted a "state capitalism" analysis of the 
USSR and his group had grown increasingly aloof from the 
Fourth International. 

NIEDER IIIIT DElli KRIEG 
SOFORTIGER FRIEDEN I 

The Buchenwald declaration represented a compromise. 
Karl Fisher explained in a 29 May 1946 letter to his comrades 
in Paris. 

Above: 
Trotskyist press in 
France appealed to 
the ranks of the Ger
man army on a 
proletarian
international ist 

"It was composed jointly hy Federn, Marcel Beaufrcre, Florent 
Gallo}' and me. In regard to Russia and the Trotskyists I had to 
entn into a compromise, otherwise nothing at all would have come 
out." 

--ljlloted in Bulletin of till' CI:RMTRI, No. 10 

It shou ld a Iso be noted that the Declaration rather categorically 
predicts the imminent eruption of major inter-imperialist 
rivalrv hetween the U.S. and Britain, Such a projection. of 
cours~. was very soon revealed to be false. However. the issues 
involved were not new; in the mid-1920's Trotsky already 
analY7ed the hases for future Anglo-American inter
imperialist rivalries. But at the close of World War II the U.S, 
was clearly emerging as the hegemonic imperialist power. 

Even with these weaknesses, the Buchenwald declaration 
on balance is a principled and powerful statement of 

revolutionary internationalism, an affirmation of revolutionary optimism in the capacity 
of the communist vanguard to lead the resurgent proletariat out of its crisis ofIeadership 
and toward the conquest of power. 

* * * * * * 
I. The International Conjuncture of Capitalism 

In the wake of the second imperialist war Italy, (jermany and Japan have lost their 
stature as great imperialist powers, while that of France has heen severely undermined. 

Ihe imperialist antagonisms and conflicts hetween the USA and Great Britain 
dominate the conjuncture of world imperiali~ politics. 

At the heginning of this world war R lIssia emerged from its isolation and today 
confronts the task of politically and economically consolidating its military successes in 
opposition to the appetites of the victorious imper;alist powers. 

Despite its enormous efforts China remains a pawn of the great imperialist powers, an 
inevitable consequence of the victory of the Chinese bourgeoisie over the Chinese 
proletariat. 

The unanimity so mtentatiollsly di~played at the international imperialist peace 
conferences is intended to dure the masses by concealing the antagonisms inherent among 
the capitalist powers. However. coinciding military interests vis-a-vis Germany cannot 
pren:nt the explosion of the antagonisms in the Allied camp. To these antagonisms must 
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be added the inevitable crises and the social tumult of the decaying capitalist mode of 
production. 

A precise analysis of the international situation using the methods of Marxism
Leninism is the indispensable pn:condition for a successful revolutionary line. 

II. The International Situation of the Working Class 

This development renders it possible for the German proletariat to rapidly recover from 
its profound defeat and to again placc itself at the head of the European working class in 
the battle for the overthrow of capitalism. Isolated by the failure of the revolution in 
Europe, the Russian revolution has taken a course which has led it further and further 
away from the interests of the European and international proletariat. The policy of 
"socialism in one country," at first just a defense of the interests of the ruling bureaucratic 
clique, today leads the Russian state to carry out a nationalistic policy shoulder to 
shoulder with the imperialist powers. Whatever the -:ourse of events in Russia may be, the 
international proletariat must cast off all illusions regarding this state and with the aid of a 
clear Marxist analysis reali/e that the presently ruling bureaucratic and military caste 
defends exclusively its own interests and that the international revolution cannot count on 
any support from this government. 

the total military, political and economic collapse of the German bourgeoisie opens the 
road to liberation for the German proletariat. To prevent the restabilization of the 
German bourgeoisie, facilitated by imperialist antagonisms, and to establish workers 
power, the revolutionary struggle of the working class of each country against its own 
bourgeoisie is necessary. The working class was deprived of its revolutionary leadership 
by the politics of the two international workers organizations, which actively fought and 
sabotaged the proletarian revolution that alone could have prevented this war. The 
Second International is a tool of the bourgeoisie. Since the death of Lenin the Third 
International has been transformed into an agency of the foreign policy of the Russian 
bureaucracy. Roth Internationals actively participated in the preparation and prosecu
tion of this imperialist war and therefore share responsibility for it. To attribute 
responsibility, or partial responsibility, for this war to the German and international 
working class is only another way of continuing to serve the bourgeoisie. 

The proletariat can fulfill its historic task only under the leadership of a new world 
revolutionary party. The creation of this party is the most pressing task of the most 
advanced sections of the working class. International revolutionary cadres have already 
come together to construct this world party in the struggle against capitalism and its 
reformist and Stalinist agents. In order to carry out this difficult task there must be no 
avoiding the issue through the more conciliatory slogan of a new 2-1/2 International. 
Such an intermediary formation would prevent the necessary ideological clarification and 
would sap revolutionary will. 

III. Never Again a 9 November 191X! 

In the imminent pre-revolutionary period what is necessary is to mobilize the working 
masses in the struggle against the bourgeoisie and to prepare the construction of a new 
revolutionary International that will forge the unity of the working class in revolutionary 
action. 

All theories and illusions about a "peoples state" or a "peoples democracy" have led the 
working class to the bloodiest defeats in the course of class struggle in capitalist society. 
Only irreconcilable struggle against the capitalist state-up to and including its 
destruction and the construction of the state of workers and peasants councils-can 
prevent similar new defeats. The bourgeoisie and the uprooted petty bourgeoisie brought 
fascism to power. Fascism is the creation of capitalism. Only the successful, independent 
action of the working class against capitalism is capable of eradicating the evil offascism, 
along with its root causes. In this struggle the hesitant petty bourgeoisie will join forces 
with the revolutionary proletariat on the offensive, as the history of the great revolutions 
demonstrates. 

In order to emerge vietoriolls from the class battles to come the German working class 
must struggle for the implementation of the following demands: 

-Freedom of organi7ation, assembly and the press! 
-Freedom of collective action and the immediate restoration of all the pre-1933 

social gains! 
-Total elimination of all the fascist organizations! 

cOl1tinued 017 page 22 
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Trotskyist Perspective ... 
(continuedfrom paKe 10) 
consider ourselves to be neither a revolutionary party nor 
the nucleus of the revolutionary party" ( Was Tun No. 189). 
That statement is correct and quite applicable to the G 1M. 

Well, how does someone with these political appetites 
evaluate the relative electoral success of the Bunte Liste and 
the GrUne Liste [the Colored and Green Tickets: the slates 
of eco-politicos who ran in the last state elections in West 
Germanyr A tricky question! Perhaps the Bunte Liste _ 
might be the "socialist alternative'''I-even though the 
"Socialist Alternative" [the abortive electoral rotten bloc of 
fake lefts which the GIM attempted to broker] originally 
had been projected as an alternative to the Bunte Liste. 
Indeed. the initial reaction of many GIM comrades to the 
shameless c1ass-collaborationism of the K B [Communist 
l.eague. "Gang of Five" Stalinists who uncritically 
promoted the Colored and Green Tickets] was impotent 
disgust. and early on one could even hear terms like "mini 
popular front." Yet when the hour of truth-election day
approached. G I M members and sympathizers were told 
that they were free to vote for the Bunte Liste. And after the 
elections Anna Armand testified that. for "herself" 
anyway. the old "Pabloist reflex." drilled-in for decades. 
was still working as fast as ever: "Tail 'em!" How 'bout a 
BWlIe Weekh·. then'? Nope. there's already one. and with 64 
pages to boot. even if it comes out only bi-weekly [namely. 
the Arheiterkamp/ of the Communist League]. Our 
suggestion: why not just add to the [GIM] masthead the 
missing but well-recognized question mark: Was Tun? 
[ What is To Be f)one."]. 

The "Proletarian Faction" [ProFra] is anything but a left 
opposition. It only buries itself in liquidation into the 
"virginal" proletariat and throws overboard any claim to 
fighting for a communist program. The ProFra has simply 
focused its impressionism on a different "sector of 
intervention": the factory. ProFra might believe that it's 
doing something new; but the Iiquidationist politics of 
Pabloism have not always been predominantly student 
oriented. For example. the entry into the Italian CP (where 
[USee chiefl Maitan's group disappeared politically and 
organizationally for 20 years) wasn't dissolution into a 
.locioloRical/r petty-bourgeois milieu. And finally. when 
Mandel helped sell out the Belgian general strike of 1960-
61. he had the support of his section. consisting in its 
majority of "tested trade unionists." Since ProFra has no 
intention of fighting for a revolutionary program in the 
factories. it is only one more barrier to the development of 
class consciousness within the proletariat. 

Both-the "majority" and the "faction" alike-are in 
complete agreement on one thing: that the Transitional 
Program has no relevance whatsoever for factory and 
trade-union work. One need only compare "Our Princi
ples" in the unnumbered initial issue of Sozialistische 
Gellwk.lchajis{Jolitik [Socialist Trade- Union Politics] 
with the "Iet's-get-going" platform for Oegussa [a chemical 
plant ncar Frankfurt]: not a trace of even an oh-so
watered-down version of a program of transitional 
demands. And these brotherly enemies agree on still 
another issue: like Mandel they are ready at any time to 
drop the "label of the Fourth International" within "24 
hours." 
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The "Intermediate Swamp." so appropriately self
named. is nothing but the crystallization of disgruntlement 
without any perspective. It neither wishes nor is able to be 
an alternative to the G I M leadership. It doesn't want to 
take responsibility for the organization. and its opposition
al stance is merely an excuse for pursuing parochial local 
"arena work." It "struggles" (if at all) only to maintain the 
circle spirit within the GIM. Subjectively revolutionary 
clements will not find any alternative in this collection of 
local cliques. The "I ntermediate Swamp" is the result of the 
bankruptcy of the international Third Tendency at the time 
of the [ U Sec] Tenth Congress. of the necessarily unsuccess
ful attempt to construct an international tendency between 
Pabloism and Trotskyism. The bloc. "in principle" 
unprincipled. in the GIM between the KT [Kompass 
Tendency] and the part of the IT [Internationalist 
Tendency of the Mandelites] around Winfried Wolf and 
HUlsberg in 1975 marked this development and was the 
beginning of the present crisis. 

The Two-and-One-Quarter International 

What is still holding the GIM together as a federated 
bloc. albeit with difficulty. is the at most ornamental label. 
"Fourth International," and the vague claim to Trotsky
;sm. Yet the USee is just as heterogeneous and rotten as the 
(JIM. having long ago giv~n up the attempt to struggle 
internationally for a unified political conception. In our 
article. "Forward to the 21 4 International" (Kommuni
.It i.lche Korrespondenz No. 21) we gave extensive examples 
to demonstrate that the present threadbare unity between 
the centrist Majority (Mandel. Krivine. Tariq Ali & Co.) 
and the reformist SWP above all depends on the current 
absence of divisive international issues that would cause 
the various factions to clash. as occurred over Portugal and 
Angola in 1974-75. SWP leader Barry Sheppard's 
subsequent admission that "at one point" USec supporters 
in Portugal "would have been on opposite sides of some 
actual barricades" only shows how the rapprochement 
between the erstwhile opponents depends on a gentlemen's 
agreement not to discuss which side of the barricades was 
the right one at that time. 

And the same is true of just about every other issue where 
Mandel and Hansen at one time used their theoretical 
knowledge to scourge the other's particularly gross 
betrayals with pseudo-orthodox arguments. Until recently 
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considered reformist even by many supporters of the I MT 
and KT, the SWP has once again won acclaim from its 
onetime critics on the basis of its new orientation toward 
trade-union work. But trade-union work without revolu
tionary program and bascd on adaptation to left bureau
crats, such as friend-of-Carter Sadlowski, only means that 
the SWP is sending tendrils of its reformism into new 
terrain. (For a striking example of this see the article on the 
miners' strike in the new KK No. 22.) 

For its part the SWP has conveniently forgotten its 
pseudocriticism of thc Majority's "popular frontism," 
although thc clectoral support which the PB of the French 
I.CR gave to Otelo (after the fact) and the GIM's call for 
support to the Bunte Liste are classic examples of 
capitUlation to popular-frontist electoral blocs that make a 
program of class collaboration. 

Forward to the Rebirth of the Fourth 
International! 

The international Spartacist tendency (iSt) looks back 
on a 15-year-Iong history of struggle for Trotskyism. Our 
starting point was the struggle of the Revolutionary 
Tendency in the SWP against hailing Castro as an 
"unconscious Trotskyist" and for the necessity of con-

GIM ... 
(cont inued from paRe 11) 

Similarly disputed is the evaluation of the SPI). 

The PB advocates initiatives toward centrist currents 
with the goal of intervening in the differentiation 
process to create a party left of the SPD. The 
Proletarian Faction on the other hand advocates the 
propaganda slogan 'Tor the Creation of a Socialist 
Workers Party." On this question there are numerous 
intermediate positions. These orientations produce 
subordinate differences on propaganda, press policy, 
the distribution of resources, and the attitude to tactics 
in elections. 

l.ong-term coexistence of these differences in a small 
organization like the G I M presents the acute danger of the 
organi/ation's falling apart. For two years the GIM has 
been incapable of action on a national basis. 

The most important criticisms at present are: 

The national leadership lacks a sufficient political base 
in the (JIM. It is unable to organize an exchange of 
information and experience in the GIM. Political 
initiatives are carried out only by parts of the 
organization. Hence the leadership has to limit itself to 
various service functi'ons and propaganda work. The 
locals and cells arc becoming independent. Isolated 
from one another, they arc attempting to develop their 
own practice. This almost always leads to projects 
which have not sufficiently matured and are 
unsuccessful-and which arc scarcely ever evaluated 
self-critically and honestly to boot. This SB-ization 
[Socialist Bureau-ization) must lead to the collapse of 
the organization. The principle of democratic central
ism is already openly rejected in some spots and even 
more freyuently ignored in practice. The national 
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structing revolutionary parties in all countries of the world 
(including Cuba, China and Algeria). Our opposition to 
the guerrilla road was not the SWP\ legalistic fear, 
expressed after the Ninth World Congress, of somehow 
being linked with "violence"; rather. it was the struggle for 
a proletarian perspective as opposed to guerrillaist 
substitutionalism. The iSt has succeeded in building 
fighting propaganda groups in half a d07en countries on 
three continents-parts of a democratic-centralist interna
tional tendency. The successes of Sl./U.S.-supported 
trade-union caucuses among seamen. longshoremen and 
warehouse workers. auto and telephone workers, refute the 
cynics who maintain that to achieve success one must water 
down or completely abandon the Trotskyist program. 

In Germany the TI.D is struggling to overcome the 
decades-long break in the continuity of Trotskyist politics 
and to construct a party in the tradition of l.enin's Third 
and Trotsky's Fou rth International! 

Read the press of the international Spartacist tendency! 

Break with centrism! 

For the reforging of the Fourth International! 

24 June 197H 
Trottkistische Liga Deutschlands 

Section of the international Spartacist tendency 

leadership does not dare to insist on its implementa
tion. The self-conception of the revolutionary organi
zation is at stake. Discipline and political cohesiveness 
are dissolving. 

The unavoidable lack of success and of perspectives in 
the isolated efforts to begin work heighten frustration 
and aggressiveness in internal discussion. Collapse 
looms in the loss of solidarity among the comrades. 

;\ widespread criticism of the national leadership appeared 
at the June N[ational] C[onference). In all probability the 
critics will be able to find support only from a minority in 
the future as well. But on the other hand no other grouping, 
coalition or political conception has appeared from which 
an alternative leadership could emerge. Hence it is as good 
as certain that the present up-in-the-air situation will 
continue. and the collapse of the organization will be 
hastened. 

Hence self-preservation dictates attempting extraordi
nary efforts to unify the organization. This can be attained 
only via a common practice. To create the prerequisites for 
this the following is proposed: 
I. To form a Working Group [Arheitolkolllmiolsion] in 
which all political currents of the G I M will as far as 
possible cooperate, including those not represented in the 
Cc. The VS [United Secretariat] is reyuested, with the 
agreement of the CC, to name a person generally regarded 
with trust to head up the Group and to work toward 
agreement. 
2. The task of the Group will be to produce a detailed 
program for the GIM's work in the coming year, which as 
far as possible will not be open to "interpretation." 

3. To appeal to parts of the GIM to take part in this 
attempt at unifying our practice, to work out suggestions 
for it, name representative delegates to the Working Group 
and to work with it in a spirit of compromise .• 
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Euro-Revisionists 
Tail ... 
(continued from page 9) 

influence of the Polish Catholic Church or East German 
Lutheran Church should not be so easy to ignore. One need 
only recall the reactionary role of the Catholic Church in 
the Hungarian revolution of 1956. The Pabloist priests who 
lull the vigilance of the East European working class 
regarding the threat of capitalist restorationist tendencies 
in their own countries should be blessed for their services 
by the new pope in the Vatican. 

Despite the prevalence of muddle-headed liberalism and 
identification with imperialist "democracy" among the 
dissidents, we condemn the brutal terror, crushing 
censorship and ludicrous frame-ups endemic to Stalinist 
bureaucratic rule. It is the monstrous crimes of the Stalinist 
bureaucrats who drag the liberating goals of Marxism 
through the mud which have alienated a layer of the 
intelligentsia and turned them into bourgeois liberals, 
nationalists, Zionists and religious obscurantists. Bu~ to 
oust these parasitical bureaucratic castes and restore 
genuine workers democracy through proletarian political 
revolution requires that these tendencies be politically 
deleated. 

Even a healthy workers state, if faced with economic 
backwardness and imperialist pressure, would not be free 
of reactionary oppositional movements, arising primarily 
from the petty bourgeoisie. However, a revolutionary 
regime would base its policy towards such elements on 
defending and extending the revolution. Given the 
exigencies imposed by the need to defend the proletarian 
dictatorship, a revolutionary workers government would 
be guided by the norm that all tendencies have the freedom 
of political expression except those who actively work for 
the overthrow of the socialist revolution. This implies the 
right of workers and petty-bourgeois elements to form pro
socialist political parties which would compete with the 
Bolshevik vanguard for influence in the soviets. While 
Stalinists can deal with dissidents only through terror, a 
revolutionary regime would have at its disposal a far more 
effective weapon: moral authority before the working 
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masses and the perspective of world revolution to destroy 
imperialism. 

Workers Democracy and the Dictatorship of the 
Proletariat 

II significant capitalist-restorationist forces cannot 
emerge within the Soviet bloc, as Mandel implies, then 
there is no need for the dictatorship of the proletariat. This 
conclusion. implicit in Mandel's book on Eurocommu
nism. is made explicit in a USec resolution misnamed 
"Socialist Democracy and the Dictatorship of the 
Proktariat" and co-produced by the Mandelite majority 
and the SWP (Intercontinental Press, 25 July 1977). It was 
the issues raised in this document which cemented the 
dissolution of factions in the USec. "Socialist Democracy 
and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" is an attempt to 
present the USec as the most democratic of "socialist 
democrats" with regard to Brezhnev's Russia. 

Behind the abstract discussion of the democratic rights 
of pro-bourgeois parties under the dictatorship of the 
proletariat lurks the real question of the pro-Western 
dissident movement in the USSR today. World, especially 
American. imperialism has committed its great material 
resourccs and powerful ideological influence to a cam
paign for the democratic rights of the pro-Western dis
sident movement in the USSR. ultimately for their right to 
cxercise governmental power. The USec's "Socialist 
Dcmocracy and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" is but 
the ccho of Helsinki "Basket Three" and Carter's "H uman 
Rights" campaign as refracted through the Eurocommu
nists with only one, completely stylistic, difference: the 
"dictatorship of the proletariat" is not openly abandoned, 
but instead filled with an entirely bourgeois-democratic 
content. 

For Trotsky the restoration of soviet democracy for the 
work ing class was an integral part of restoring the USSR as 
a bastion of world revolution, and not just in the sense of 
moral inspiration. The USec document emphasizes not 
democracy for the workers but democracy for the 
bourgeoisie or, more precisely, for pro-bourgeois parties: 

"But genuinely representative. democratically elected 
workers councils can exist only if the masses have the right 
to elect whomever they want without distinction. and 
without restrictive preconditions as to the ideological or 
political convictions of the elected delegates .... Any 

While Mandel preaches his 
pabulum about Eurocom
munism, the Polish Pope and 
U.S. imperialism aggressively 
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restriction of party affiliation restricts the freedom of the 
proletariat to exercise political power. i.e.. restricts 
worker, dt:mocracy. which would be contrary both to our 
program and to the historical interests of ' the working 
class." 

-lllIercontinelllal Press. 25 Julv 1977 

A later passage is even more explicit: 
"l'his lIIellll.l thatjfeedolll o(po/itical (JrKlIfli::atioll should 
hc Krallted to a/lthose, incllldinK pw/JourKcoi.1 elelllcllIs, 
lI'ho in lIctlial practice respect the constitution of the 
lI'orken state, i.e .. arc not engaged in violent actions to 
overthrow workers power ,lnd collective property. The 
workers have no nt:t:d to It:ar as a mortal danger 
propaganda that 'incites' them to give the factories and 
banks back to private owners. Thert: is little t:hance that a 
majority of them will be 'persuaded' by propaganda of that 
type." [emphasis in original] 

Just like the Eurocommunists, the Mandelites arc eager 
to guarantee that bourgeois forces should have the right to 
restore capitalism if they can gain a democratic majority. 
But if bourgeois forces can come to power and restore 
capitalism through peaceful, legal soviet-constitutional 
means, one cannot speak of the diclalorshlj) of the 
proletariat. For as Lenin so succinctly expressed it in his 
famous polemic against Kautsky: 

"The i:ldispensablc characteristic. the necessarv condition 
of dictatorship is the/im'ihle suppression of the exploiters 
as a class. and. consequently. the in/rinKemcf1( of 'pure 
democracv'. i.e .. of equality and freedom in reKlIrd to that 
class." [emphasis in original] 

-- The Proletarian RCI'olution lind the ReneKlIile 
KlIUlsh (191~) 

In a letter to G. Myasnikov dated 5 August 1921 Lenin 
made his position even more categorical: 

"The bourgeoisie (allover the world) is still very much 
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,tronger than we arc. To place in its hands yet another 
weapon like freedom of political organization (freedom of 
the press. for the press is the core and foundation of 
political organinltion) means facilitating the enemy's task. 
means helping the class enemy. 
"We have no wish to commit suicide, and therefore. we will 
not do this." [emphasis in original] 

- Co/lected Works. Vol. 32. p. 505, Moscow ( 1973) 

Predictably. the Mandelites have an escape clause 
stating that the rights of the bourgeois parties might have to 
be restricted in cases of civil war or war with imperialist 
powers: 

"I his is our programmatic and principled norm
unlettered political freedom for all thosc individuals, 
group" tendencics. and parties who in practice respect 
collective property and thc workers' constitution. This 
docs not mean that these norms can be fully implemented 
irrespective of concrcte circumstanccs. In thc process of 
establishing and consolidating the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. civil war or intcrnational military interven
tions have been and can be unleashed by the bourgeoisie. 
Under conditions of civil war or foreign military 
intervcntion. i.e .. attempts by the formcr ruling classes to 
overthrow workers power by force. then the rules of war 
apply, and rcstrictions on thc political activities of the 
bourgcoisie may wcll bc called for." 

--Intercontinental Press, 25 .I uly 1977 

Here the USec presents "attempts by the former ruling 
classes to overthrow workers power by force" as an 
ahllonnal situation during the epoch of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat. But the epoch of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat is precisely a relatively brief historic period of 
violent conflict between the proletariat and bourgeoisie on 
an international scale; it is by its very nature an epoch of 
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wars, civil war~ and revolutions. 
I n the early 1950's, when the Pabloists saw in the 

Kremlin the main force of world revolution, they projected 
centuries of hureaucratically-deformed workers states. 
Now that they are tailing the Eurocommunists, the 
Pahloists project centuries of democratically-governed 
workers states, complete with an institutionalized bour
geois opposition. This new conception is, if anything, even 
more of a revision of Marxism than the earlier myth. 

Just like the Eurocommunists, the Mandelites link 
democratic rights for bourgeois tendencies in the Soviet 
hloc to peaceful coexistence with imperialism. However, a 
Soviet Russian workers state should be a proletarian 
armed fortress of the world revolution. A political 
revolution against the Stalinist bureaucracy would bring 
not peaceful coexistence but the mobilization of the world 
proletariat against the imperialists. A revolutionary 
internationalist foreign policy would, however, involve 
certain short-term costs for the Soviet people. The level of 
military expenditure would have to remain fairly high, the 
imperialist countries would undoubtedly resort to econom
ic hlackmail, etc. 

Under the pressure of imperialist encirclement, 
conciliatory and even defeatist tendencies are likely to 
emerge from the petty-bourgeois strata-intellectuals, 
peasants, artisans. Therein lies the deeper socio-political 
meaning of the present pro-Western Soviet dissident 
movement, which is not simply a wrongheaded reaction to 
hureaucratic oppression along the line of "the enemy of my 
enemy is my friend." 

Andrei Sakharov, who was once a liberal Khrushchevite 
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case before 
U.S. 
imperialist 
policy
rvakers. 
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and top Kremlin adviser on nucl<:ar policy, represents those 
clements in the Russian petty-bourgeois elite who have 
hecome Soviet dc/l'au.lt with regard to imperialism. In a 
sense this most prominent Soviet dissident has taken the 
policy of "peaceful coexistence" to its logical conclusion: 
advocacy of the restoration of capitalism. Thus in 1973, 
hefore he fully hecame a pro-American cold warrior, 
Sakharov wrote: 

"I have helincd and hclinc now that the only real way to 
~olve world prohkm, is the movement of each side toward 
the other. the conn:rgence of the capitalist and socialist 
,ystems accompanied hy demilitarilation. reinforcement 
of sociali,t protection for workers' rights, and creation ofa 
mixed type of economy." 

-Andrei D. Sakharm', Sakhawl' S'pcaks, edited by 
Harrison Salishury (1974) 

A revolutionary (Trotskyist) government in the Soviet 
Union would have to combat such defeatist tendencies 
toward imperialism arising from the petty-bourgeois 
strata. A future Trotskyist party in the USSR will certainly 
not overthrow the Stalinist hureaucracy in order to then 
turn power over to the Hebinki monitoring groups. 

How Mandel Rehabilitates Stalinists/ 
Eurocommunists 

Mandel seeks to link Eurocommunism to the 
democrati/ation of Stalinist Russia by calling upon 
West European CP l<:aders to demand that the Kremlin 
rehahilitate Trotsky and all the Bolshevik old guard. In his 
essay on the 1976 East Berlin Communist conference 
included in From .\"wlini.l//1 to /:"urocommunism Mandel 
writes: 

"They [the Fur()collllllunist lcadcr~J should demand the 
puhlic n:hahilitation of Trohky, Hukharin, Zinoviev, 
KamenC\. Rakovsky. and all the old Holsheviks. They 
should demand that the works 01 these revolutionaries be 
freely puhlished In the lJSSR and the Peopk's Democra
cies. Otherwise their pledges of SOCialist democracy have 
little credibility." 

The rehahilitation of the old Bolshevik leaders is the 
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Mandelites' main tactical overture to the Eurocommunists. 
Right now the USec (both the Mandelites and the SWP) is 
actively supporting the campaign to rehabilitate Bukharin 
led by [talian CP intellectuals, who see in him, not without 
reason, a forerur;ner of Dubeek's "socialism' with a human 
face." 

The Mandelites' "rehabilitate the old Bolsheviks" 
campaign directed at the Eurocommunists stems from a 
number of motives. To disassociate their present "demo
cratic" posture from Stalin's terror, the Eurocommunist 
leaders occasionally say a good word about the old 
Bolsheviks murdered by the "Great Father of the Peoples" 
in thc Kremlin. Mandel seizes upon these statements as 
proof that the veteran Stalinist hacks are responding to the 
"anti-bureaucratic consciousness" of the militant workers. 

To prettify Carrillo as a great proletarian democrat, 
Mandel falsifies outright the Spanish CP leader's position 
on Andres Nin, a former Trotskyist killed by the Stalinists 
during the Spanish Civil War. According to Mandel, 
Carrillo "completely rehabilitates Andres Nin against the 
slanderous accusations made against him by the Spanish 
Communist Party and the Communist International." [s 
that SO'I [n fact, Carrillo condemns Nin's role in the 
Barcelona May Days of 1937 (a spontaneous insurrecticln 
against the Popular Front government) as "an act of high 
treason," for which "exemplary punishment by the courts 
was legally and morally justified" (/:urocommunism arrd 
the State). Carrillo demurs that Nin should only have been 
imprisoned, like the other leaders of the May Days, and not 
murdered. This season Mandel finds it opportune to act as 
lawyer for Carrillo against the Kremlin, and so is 
manufacturing evidence on his would-be client's behalf. 

Mandel's demand that the West European CP leaders do 
honor to the Bolshevik old guard also expresses the long
standing Pabloist view that the world Stalinist movement 
and now its Furocommunist extension represents the 
deformed continuation of Lenin's Communist Internation
al. and so is itself capable of revolutionary rehabilitation. 
I n this sense the Mandelites' "rehabilitate the Bolshevik old 
guard" campaign is part and pa~cel of the traditional 
Pabloist orientation to the self-reform of the Stalinist 
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Niko[ai Bukharin 

bureaucracy, in this case via the Eurocommunists to the 
liberal bureaucrats and dissidents in the Soviet bloc. 

To call upon the Stalinist apparatus today to rehabilitate 
its victims of yesterday is to elevate these criminals and 
murders, betrayers of proletarian revolution, to the judges 
and fi nal arbiters of the Bolshevik tradition. There could be 
no greater damage to building revolutionary Fourth 
[nternationalist parties in the Soviet bloc than identifying 
the Trotskyist cause with those West European so-called 
"communists" who have dropped even the posture of 
defending the USSR against imperialism in favor of 
Carter's anti-Soviet, pro-imperialist "Human Rights" 
campaign. Trotsky and his Bolshevik comrades who made 
the October Revolution will be "rehabilitated" only by the 
proletarian political revolution that ousts the Stalinist 
bureaucracies and the socialist revolution that sweeps the 
Carrillos. Marchais and Berlinguers into the dustbin of 
historv .• 
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Buchenwald ... 
(continuedfrom paKe 15) 

-Confiscation of their property for the benefit of the 
victims of fascism! 

-Conviction of all representatives of the fascist state 
by freely elected peoples courts! 

-Dissolution of the Wehrmacht and its replacement 
by workers militias! 

-Immediate free election of workers and peasants 
councils throughout all of Germany and a convocation of a 
general congress of these councils! 

-Preservation and extension of these councils, while 
utilizing all the parliamentary institutions of the bourgeoi
sie for revolutionary propaganda! 

-Expropriation of the banks, heavy industry and the 
large estates! 

-Control of production by the unions and the workers 
councils! 

-Not one man, not one penny for the war debts and the 
war reparations of the bourgeoisie! 

-The bourgeoisie must pay! 
-For pan-German socialist revolution! Against a 

dismemberment of Germany! 
-Revolutionary fraternization with the proletarians of 

the occupying armies! 
-For a Germany of workers councils in a Europe of 

workers councils! 
-For world proletarian revolution! 

The Internationalist Communists of Buchenwald 
(IV International)-20 April 1945 

Spartacist Slogan 
Scandalizes ... 
(cOnlinued/rom paxe 24) 

SPARTACIST 

A similar fate befell the Frankfurt sect known as the 
Bund S07ialistischer Arbeiter (BSA), the German mini
satellite of the Healyite Workers Revolutionary Party in 
Britain. Outside a meeting on Iran held by the BSA on 
November 2 members of the TLD sold copies of 
KO/ll/llllllistische Korres{londenz with an article on Iran. 
Evidently the TI.D intervention made an impact, for the 
BSA turned up at its own next meeting on Iran with a 
leaflet that was half devoted to attacking the TLD and the 
iSt and half devoted to enthusing over "the anti-imperialist 
content of the struggle being waged by Khomeini." After 
quoting at length from Kommunistische Korrespondenz 
the BSA added indignantly, "Because the TLD was selling 
this article on November 2 in front of a meeting oftheBSA 
in Frankfurt. there developed an erroneous impression 
among some people that we had something in common 
with these politics." 

Not only the fake "Trotskyists" but also their would-be 
Muslim allies have seized upon our slogan as "the 
communist position" on Iran. Khomeini and his devout 
followers do not want the support of leftists; Khomeini has 
often vehemently denounced Marxism as fundamentally 
hostile to Islamic doctrine. But perhaps the most revealing 
rebuff to his aspiring leftist allies came in an interview 
which his principal spokesman, Ibrahim Yazdi, gave to 
BBC Radio 4 on January 7 in Paris. When pressed by the 
interviewer to clarify Khomeini's attitude to a "united 

Slogans on Iran 
The followinK motion was adopted at a national 
con/"erence o(the Trotzkistische LiKa Deutschland~ on 
10 Fehuary 1979. It was suhsequently endorsed 
unanimously hy a meeting of the International 
E'(eclitil'e Committee of the inlernational Spartacist 
tendency that included suhstantial representation/rom 
the LiKue Trotskyste de France and the Spartacist 
LeaKlie / Britain. 

* * * 
The slogan "Down with the shah, Down with the 

mullahs" expresses the strategic Marxist perspective for 
the outcome ofthe Iranian revolution: a life without the 
shah and without the mullahs. In addition the slogan 
correctly counterposed us as the revolutionary Marx
ists to the theocratic reactionaries presently leading the 
mass movement. There is a weakness to the slogan in 
that it expresses a historical perspective but lacks a 
tactical element; also, at the time that the slogan was 
first promulgated the shah was still in power, and the 
slogan implied an equivalency between the shah and the 
mullahs. In the hands of revolutionary Marxists the 

slogan was used to express the correct program; in other 
hands it could be used to mask a sectarian program. As a 
general propaganda slogan from afar, it warned 
powerfully and angularly of the catastrophic consequ
ences of tailing after Khomeini. That is why it earned the 
enmity not only of Muslim fundamentalists but also of 
the opportunist leftists, who almost without exception 
joined the mullah camp. 

In the hands of revolutionary Marxists the slogan 
"Down with the shah, Break with the mullahs"could be 
used correctly, but in other hands the loopholes in the 
formulation wQuld allow this slogan to be used to 
express an opportunist program, including seeking to 
work from the inside of the camp of the mullahs, seeking 
the non-existent "progressive" wing of the mullahs. In 
short, this slogan, in the hands of opportunists, is an 
expression of the stagist theory of the revolution. 

The third slogan "Down with the shah, No support to 
the mullahs" avoids the pitfalls of both of the previous 
slogans, and although it expresses our program less 
angularly and forcefully than the first slogan, cuts 
through the possible misuse of either of the other 
slogans. 
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Cover of Payam Daneshjoo (right) 
published by Iranian supporters of the USec 
carries photo of anti-shah protest under the 
slogans, "Down with the Shah monarchy, 
Long live the Constituent assembly, Long 
live the republic of workers and peasants." 
Cropped from the photo were the banners 
(left) with slogans that hailed "Our leader 
Khomeini" and "the Muslim nation of Iran." 

front" with Communists, Yazdi bluntly replied: "They call, 
'Down with the Mullahs. Down with the Shah,' That's not 
supporting the Islamic Muslims," 

Unlike these opportunists the iSt seeks and struggles to 
be identified with the hard communist line on Islamic 
reaction. Our slogan of "Down with the Shah! Down with 
the Mullahs!" is not intended to win instant popularity 
among the masses in Iran who still have illusions in 
Khomeini. It is dictated by the historic expericnces of the 
proletariat and toiling masses who have passed through 
and shed just such illusions. 

Already many leftists in Iran are learning through bitter 
experience that their illusions in Khomeini, or in some kind 
of "unity and struggle" with his turbaned followers. were 
disastrous. Since the departure of the shah and the 
intensification of the governmental crisis in Teheran. the 
mullahs and their devout followers have taken a new 
offensive to assert their domination over the heterogeneous 
opposition forces. 

At cosmopolitan Teheran University. meetings called to 
merely discuss the role of Khomeini have been physically 
attacked by marauding gangs of Muslim fundamentalists. 
In mid-January a mass march through Teheran by leftists 
carrying banners that included the slogan "Long Live 
Khomeini" was attacked by Muslim fanatics who chanted, 
"The only party is the party of allah!" And upon his return 
to Ir~n Khomeini openly called for a jihad against all non
Persians and supporters of foreign powers, which means 
above all the foreign workers and the left: "I beg God to cut 
off the ~ands of all evil foreigners and all their helpers" 
(quoted In New York Times, I February 1979). 
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Under the hammer blows of Islamic reaction at least 
some subjectively revolutionary militants inside Iran and 
abroad will decisively break with opportunist capitUlation 
to petty-bourgeois Islamic populism. And when they 
realize that Khomeini needs SAVAK and the CIA just as 
much as did the shah, we want to make sure that they also 
know that only one tendency from the outset sounded the 
warning-the international Spartacist tendency. -

Really bizarre 
ravings from 
the Healyite 
slander mill: 
BSA leaflet 
on Iran 
calls James 
Robertson of 
the Spartacist 
League/U.S. 
the "main 
spokesman for 
the national 
interests of 
the American 
bourgeoisie"! 
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"Down with the Shah! Down with the Mullahs!" 

Spartacist Slogan Scandalizes 
Fake-Trotskyists 

For the past year I ran has heen rocked by convulsive 
mass opposition to the tyranny of the hutcher shah. This 
seething popular discontent among hroad strata of the 
population could make Iran the cockpit of proletarian 
revolution in the Near East. But in the ahsence of 
revolutionary prole
tarian leadership, the 
unrest has heen chan
neled into a reaction
ary . crusade for an 
"Islamic repuhlic." En
raged even hy the 
minimal seculari/ing 
and moderniling mea
sures of the shah's so
called "White Revolu
tion," Ayatollah 
Khomeini and his 
priestly caste of 
I HO,OOO mullahs want 
to impose over all of 
I ran the M uslim-tra
ditionalist norms of 
Qum, where no wom
an dares appear in 
puhlic withnut the 
head-tn-foot vei I. 

puhlic meetings. Iranian leftists were soon approaching 
CA R I memhers on their attitude toward "the Trotskyist 
position." According to one CARl leaflet in Persian, a 
CARl activist was expelled from an Iranian Stalinist
controlled student group on the grounds that this slo

gan had been "one of 
the slogans" ofa CARl 
demonstration. 

In a Persian-lan
guage leaflet dated 16 
October the CARl 
Executive Committee 
protested: 

"CARl IS ,trongly 
against the slogan 
'Down with the Shah! 
Down with the M ul
lahs" The position of 
CARl is to defend all 
the struggles of all 
militants against the 
,hah, ineluding the 
struggles of the militant 
religious people." 

Virtually the entire 
international left has 
capitulated to the pop

Workers Vanguard 
Spartacist League/U.S. demonstrates in Los Angeles on 
January 20. 

Of course, CARl was 
less than willing to 
defend the struggles of 
Spartacist militants 
against the shah. 
CARl excluded Spar
tacist l.eague / Britain 

ularity of the mullah-dominated opposition. Against this 
hackdrop the propaganda of the international Spartacist 
tendency (is!) for the proletariat to sweep away the 
monarchy and estahlish a workers and peasants govern
ment has had an impact far heyond our small forces. 

In the United States Maoists proclaiming the mullahs 
"progressive" and Muslim students defending the slogan 
"Death or heiah" ("modesty"-i.e., the veil) have vied with 
each other in seeking to hreak up Spartacist puhlic forums 
on Iran. But even more striking has been the response in 
Europe, as virtually every self-styled "Trotskyist" tendency 
has heen at pains to defend itself against the charge that 
"You Trotskyites stand for 'Down with the Shah' Down 
with the Mullahs!'" "Not us, not us," squeak the 
opportunists, terrified that anyone could accuse them of 
upholding an authentic l.eninist line. 

Particularly embarrassed are the United Secretariat 
(USec) supporters of the Committee Against Repression in 
Iran (CARl) front group. In England the Spartacist 
l.eague/ Britain has aggressively propagandized for "Down 
with the Shah! Down with the Mullahs!" in its press and 

contingents from 
CARI-sponson:d demonstrations in Birmingham on 
Ikcemher 2 and l.ondon on December 17, criminally 
provoking police intervention. 

The USec has clearly felt similar pressure in France, 
where the l.igue Trotskyste de France has actively 
puhliciled the Trotskyist slogan. CARl's French incarna
tion felt compelled to reproduce and distribute the 16 
Octoher CA R I Executive Committee statement in 
response. 

l.ikewise, in West Germany the Trottkistische Liga 
Deutschlands (n.D), German section of the iSt, has 
succeeded in making our slogan known as "the Trotskyist 
position on Iran." For example, in West Berlin the deeply 
demoraliled, centrist Spartacusbund sought to add its 
name to a leallet circulated by Iranian and other foreign 
student groups that was uncritical of Khomeini and the 
mullah-led movement in Iran. However, despite their 
apologetics for Khomeini, the Spartacusbund was not 
permitted to sign the statement, because, charged the 
I ranian nationalists, "the Trotskyists" oppose the mullahs. 
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